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Abstract— This study is carried out in order to verify if the 

implementation of the concept of cooperative work among two 

agents, that use path planners A* to obtain the shortest path 

(previous work of the authors) is also valid when the cooperative 

strategy is applied using another path planner such as the so-called 

GBFS (Greedy Best First Search). In this sense, this paper shows 

a path planning strategy that combines the capabilities of two 

Agents each one with its own path planner GBFS (slightly different 

from each other) in order to obtain the shortest path. The 

comparisons between paths are made by analyzing the behavior 

and results obtained from the agents operating in different forms: 

(1) Working individually; (2) Working as a team (cooperating and 

exchanging information). The results show that in all analyzed 

situations are obtained shortest traveled distances when the path 

planners work as a cooperative team. 

 

Index Terms— Autonomous robots; navigation; particle 

tracking; path planning; teamwork. 

 

Resumen— Este estudio se lleva a cabo con el fin de verificar si la 

implementación del concepto de trabajo cooperativo entre dos 

agentes, usado con planificadores A* para obtener la ruta más 

corta (trabajo previo de los autores) también es válida cuando la 

estrategia cooperativa es aplicada usando otro planificador de 

rutas como el llamado GBFS (Greedy Best First Search). En este 

sentido, el articulo muestra una estrategia de planificación de 

rutas que combina las capacidades de dos agentes cada uno con su 

propio planificador de rutas GBFS (ligeramente diferentes entre 

sí) para obtener la ruta más corta. La comparación entre las dos 

rutas se realiza analizando el comportamiento y comparando los 

resultados obtenidos para cada uno de los que operan en diferentes 

formas: (1) Trabajando individualmente; (2) Trabajando como un 

equipo (cooperando e intercambiando información). Los 

resultados muestran que para todos los casos analizados se obtiene 

la distancia recorrida más corta cuando los planificadores de ruta 

trabajan como un equipo colaborativo.  

 

Palabras clave— Navegación; planificación de rutas; Robots 

autónomos; seguimiento de partículas; trabajo en equipo. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

ath planning has been a very important topic in 

autonomous mobile robot’s research. As the robots must 

reach the destination in the best conditions, some of the 

principal requirements for the path planners are: (1) avoid 

colliding, (2) to get shortest paths. Many techniques are used to 

path planning, described in a wide variety of papers, in some 

cases are considered the robot movement restrictions, even a 

particular robot like Kephera II [1]-[2] and in another cases are 

considered the robot like a point (located in the robot mass 

center) [3]-[5]. In this work, two path planners GBFS are used 

to determine a recommended path, one without collisions (using 

offset and sensors [23]) and with a shortest traveled distance 

(using cooperative work [6]). The hypothesis to be verified in 

this paper, is related to the fact that, if the GBFS planner point 

of view is changed (switching start and goal) two paths are 

obtained (using two different path planners GBFS). Then 

comparing and combining the obtained paths, it is possible to 

obtain a third path; a shortest path between Start point and Goal 

point. From this method, it is possible to estimate the shortest 

path from cooperation between agents (This hypothesis was 

verified using path planners A* in the previous work "A new 

approach of two Agents with path planners A* working 

cooperatively to get the shortest path”) 

 

A. Path Planning Algorithms 

With the passage of time and constant evolution of the Artificial 

Intelligence (AI, for the case of the present paper related to 

algorithms of search), different algorithms for path planning 

have been created [7]-[12], some are deterministic and others 

stochastic [13]-[16].  

Some of the most used algorithms are: (1) GBFS (Greedy Best 

First Search), (2) DFS (Depth First Search), (3) Dijkstra, (4) 

A*, (5) LPA*, (6) D*, (7) D* Lite, (8) Bug, among others; these 
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algorithms are different from each other and each one has 

advantages and disadvantages compared to the others. 

B. GBFS Algorithm (Greedy Best Firs Search Algorithm) 

The algorithm GBFS uses a heuristic function, which takes into 

account the next distances: 

• h(n), which is an estimate of the distance from the current state 

of the intelligent agent or explorer to the desired state, this 

estimate is commonly made using concepts such as Euclidean 

distance or Manhattan distance, is performed depending on the 

application where the algorithm GBFS to be implemented. 

• n, denotes the nodes of the space to explore. 

Therefore, the typical heuristic function for GBFS, is shown in 

(1). 

However, in this document is added a new element p(n) defined 

as: 

• p(n), which is a cost function that increases the value of a node 

by 1 each time it is visited; adding this function is intended to 

prevent the planner from returning over nodes or paths already 

traveled. Therefore, the heuristic function for a new GBFS, 

shows in (2). 

This heuristic function is applied to each of the successor states 

of the current state and is chosen as the next best step to the one 

containing the smallest value of f(n). 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

This section describes the principles that define this novel 

cooperative teamwork between two Agents with path planners 

GBFS. In this work, two GBFS path planners are used because 

GBFS is an algorithm deeply tested in the state of art, it is 

stable, its implementation is easy, it has not lost its usability 

from its creation; besides is a fast algorithm that consumes few 

processing resources and is used for researchers in different 

current applications [17], [18]. 

 

A. Considerations for proposed algorithm GBFS  

 

Initially a traditional GBFS path planner was built 

implementing the pseudo code proposed in the Algorithm 

shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Pseudocode for a traditional algorithm GBFS 

Then, as already mentioned, A1 and A2 are two Agents, which, 

to fulfill the tasks of exploration and path planning using GBFS 

algorithms, on which, some modifications were made, as 

adding it memory related to past events, shifting the old GBFS 

in a new path planner with an incremental-heuristic search 

strategy shown in (2).  

As it is known, a characteristic that is considered important of 

the GBFS algorithm, is its low computation cost; due to the 

simplicity of its implementation, since it is a purely heuristic 

path planner. However, for the realization of this work; it is 

necessary to store information during the exploration and path 

planning process, this new implementation allows to create a 

modified GBFS algorithm, similar to the A* algorithm. As 

shown in the introduction of this paper, in its B section, the 

heuristic function of algorithm GBFS is defined according to 

(1); where it can be observed that this function f(n)=h(n); is 

made up of one sub function h(n) that allow it to calculate the 

lowest path cost, measured in distance [19]. Other algorithms 

can base its heuristic function (cost function) on other variables 

associated to: computational time, control effort, energy 

consumption, among others.  

 

B. GBFS implementation  

 

The tests with GBFS algorithms were implemented in Matlab 

R2016a in a computer whose features are described in Fig 2. 

 

𝑓(𝑛) = ℎ(𝑛) (1) 

𝑓(𝑛) = ℎ(𝑛) + 𝑝(𝑛) (2) 
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Fig. 2 Computer features 

The algorithm was used on a test environment or map divided 

with a grid of 100 x 100 cells (as see in Fig. 3). In this stage, 

white points represents empty cells, black points represents 

obstacles and blue points represents the “offset” necessary to 

avoid collisions [20]-[22] between the robot and the boundary 

when the robot pass close to the edge of the obstacles, this 

consideration is important because is considered the robot 

dimensions and not only the robot like a point.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Test environment 

When GBFS is applied considering the start point (in green, see 

Fig. 4) and the goal point (or end point in brown, see Fig. 4); an 

orange path is created like one shown in Fig. 4; this path is 

stored for further processing.  

 

 
Fig. 4 First path planning 

The previous process is repeated by other GBFS, applied 

switching start and goal; that is, generating a new path, 

calculated by making that in the previous path planning was 

considered a goal is the new start and vice versa.  

 

Because of this commutation, a new path is obtained (as see in 

Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5 Second path planning. Implementing GBFS by switching start 

and goal 

Then, the last path (Fig. 5), can be compared and/or combined 

with the path obtained in previous step (Fig. 4) to obtain a new 

path called “Shortest estimated path” (as see in Fig. 6), this is 

recommended path [23]. 

 
Fig. 6 Shortest estimated Path 

In general, when two paths are compared, five situations can 

occur, for each one of these comparison situations, the actions 

defined in Table I are carried out to obtain a single path (one 

with the shortest distance): 
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TABLE I. 

SITUATIONS AND ACTIONS  
TO DETERMINE THE SHORTEST ESTIMATED PATH 

 

 CASES ACTION 

1 
The two paths obtained 

are exactly same. 

a) SEP selection: The first path is 

simply chosen as the final path 

and this is the SEP. Although the 

second path could also have 

been chosen, if a different 

decision criteria were considered 

(fewer number of node, less 

control effort or lower energy 

consumption). 

2 

The two paths obtained 

are different from each 

other, their traveled 

distances are equal and 

the never intersect. 

3 

The two paths obtained 

are different from each 

other, their traveled 

distances are different 

and they do not 

intersect. 

a) SEP selection: The path with 

the shortest traveled distance is 

chosen as the SEP. 

4 

 

The two paths obtained 

are different from each 

other, their traveled 

distances are equal and 

the cross in come 

sections. 

a) Crossing points location: 
Crossing points are located (C1, 

C2, …, Ci, Cj, …, Cn). 

b) Section definition: A section is 

defined as a pair of paths 

between crossing points Ci and 

Cj. 

c) Comparison of paths: The 

paths traveled distances by 

agents are compared in each 

section and the shortest one is 

selected. 

d) Combination of paths: The 

concatenation of previously 

selected paths with the shortest 

distances results in the definitive 

path called the SEP. 

5 

The two paths obtained 

are different from each 

other, their distances 

traveled are different 

and they intersect in 

some sections. 

 

 

As see, by technique used, the shortest estimated path let to 

obtain the shortest path between two paths obtained previously. 

Table II, shows an example of fields used as a comparative table 

with blanks (empty), used to compare traveled distances in each 

experiment. 

 
TABLE II. 

EMPTY TABLE USED TO COMPARE TRAVELED DISTANCES. 
 

SEP P1 P2 %P1-SEP %P2-SEP 
 
 

    

 

Where:  

 

SEP: Distance of the Shortest Estimated Path in cell units  

SG: Distance of Start to Goal in cell units  

GS: Distance of Goal to Star in cell units 

In addition, Table II includes percentages that relate the 

increase of SG and GS respect to SEP as shown in (3) and (4). 

 

Where:  

 

%P1-SEP: Percent increase of path planner 1 respect to SEP  

 

%P2-SEP: Percent increase of path planner 2 respect to SEP  

 

It is important to indicate that previous notation and analysis 

will be used in this entire document. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The purpose of the experiment was to probe the benefits of this 

novel technique to obtain the shortest estimated path using two 

path planners GBFS working collaboratively throughout a very 

simple strategy with three steps:  

 

1. Implementing GBFS defining start and goal.  

2. Implementing GBFS switching start and goal.  

3. Obtaining the Shortest Estimated Path (SEP) by comparison 

and combination (if is possible) of two paths obtained 

previously.  

 

It is important to indicate that in each case, in the experiments 

appears the traveled distance with a number in cell units, 

additionally, always for the shortest estimated path the “Start” 

and the “Goal” are the same that for the first implementation of 

GBFS. 

 

A. Summary of analyzed cases  

As see in Fig. 7, Fig.8 and Fig. 9 the experiments confirm that 

two Agents A1 and A2 with GBFS path planners working 

cooperatively make it possible to obtain the shortest estimated 

path. 

 

 
Fig. 7 Case 1 of analyzed cases. 
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Fig. 8 Case 2 of analyzed cases. 

 
Fig. 9 Case 3 of analyzed cases. 

TABLE III. 
COMPARISON OF TRAVELED DISTANCES 

 

CASE 
SEP 

(cell) 

P1 

(cell) 

P2 

(cell) 
%P1-SEP %P2-SEP 

1 128,112 391,308 656,619 205,44 412,53 
2 136,438 440,504 226,296 222,86 65,86 

3 119,053 286,225 128,426 140,42 7,87 

 

When comparing the particular results obtained from the 

simulations carried out to get the shortest travel distance, the 

following general results can be drawn from the present study:  

 

1. If the two paths obtained are the same, the first path is simply 

chosen as the best path; in this situation the best-estimated 

distance is the same that the previous paths. In a real system, 

the paths could also be compared according to other criteria 

such as low energy consumption, grass direction, or considering 

movement restrictions [24]-[28], among others (for example, if 

the robots are moving in a garden or soccer field). According 

with the last: 

 

a. SG=GS=SEP, %SG-SEP=%GS-SEP=0. 

2. If the two paths obtained are different from each other, 

different in travel distance and do not intersect, the path with 

the shorter travel distance is chosen as the best estimated path. 

According with the last: 

a. If SG<GS then: SG=SEP, %GS-SEP>0, %SG-SEP=0. 

b. If SG>GS then: GS=SEP, %SG-SEP>0, %GS-SEP=0. 

3. If the two paths obtained are different from each other, equal 

in travel distance and do not intersected, the first path is simply 

chosen as the final path and therefore as the best estimated 

distance, in this situation the second path could also be chosen 

using another decision criterion (in a real system the paths could 

also be compared according to another criteria such as: low 

control effort, low energy consumption, path smoothness, 

among others). According with the last: 

a. SG=GS=SEP, %SG-SEP=%GS-SEP=0. 

4. If the two paths obtained are different from each other, equal 

in travel distance and crossed in some sections, after 

determining crossings between the paths, a combination of the 

paths is made using the points in common. This combination is 

obtained by comparing distances between sections and 

selecting the shortest distance between crossing points, at the 

end, the sections of paths are taken and "added" to obtain the 

definitive path, in this case the shortest estimated distance is the 

same that the previous paths. According with the last: 

a. SG=GS=SEP, %SG-SEP=%GS-SEP=0. 

5. If the two paths obtained are different from each other, their 

distances travel are different and intersect in some sections. 

Determining crossings between the paths, a combination of the 

paths is made using the points in common. This combination is 

obtained by comparing distances between sections and 

selecting the shortest distance between crossing points, at the 

end; the sections of paths are taken and "added" to obtain the 

definitive path with the shortest estimated distance. According 

with the last: 

a. If SG>SEP, %SG-SEP>0. 

b. If GS>SEP, %GS-SEP>0. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a method based in a cooperative work among two 

agents searching the shortest estimated path between two points 

is proposed. In this technique, both agents use modifications of 

the GBFS algorithm. Three cases are presented to evaluate the 

performance of proposed path planning method in comparison 

with the individual behavior of each agent with his own GBFS 

algorithm.  

The findings of the experiments illustrate how two agents with 

path planners GBFS working cooperatively allow find the 

shortest estimated path. An implication of this study is the 

possibility of use another path planners to probe the proposed 

technique. 
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